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Update 4
Work Progress Week of 8/19 – 8/25

- Removal of VAT floor tile and throughout all of B wing
- Performed final cleaning after completion of abatement of VAT floor tile
- JC Broderick (Environmental Consultant) performed final air sampling and provided clearance air sampling report
- Upon reception of clear air sampling report, Branch Services broke down the containment and demobilized from the site
- Minor modification of fencing to allow for front entrance paving (bond project)
Work Projected Week of 8/26 – 9/1

- Electricians onsite to de-energize temporary abatement circuit panel
- Carpenters onsite to relocate firm construction partitions per logistics plan provided by PEC
- Electricians to reinstall temporary lighting
- Continued cleanup and fencing modifications on site to prepare for school opening
- Confirm truss delivery date and finalize shop drawings necessary
Inside B wing hallway flooring removal completed and construction temporary lighting reinstalled
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Update for 8/19 – 8/25